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Screams deafen me from the gas chambers near. I don’t understand 
how my older brother Jacob can sleep through the eruption taking 
place outside. We have been at Auschwitz for five days now after 
being in hiding for six months without my parents. Our mother and 
father were captured and killed by the Nazis after we had been in 
hiding for two months. I miss them so much. 
 
“Eva, Eva are you okay?” Jacob asks. “Yes, sorry I must have been 
day dreaming” I reply. I stare out of the gap of the tent, in horror. 
Everyone looks the same, almost dead. Although I know I look like 
everyone else, it is still hard to believe. I am starving. We have been 
here for five days and have had only one meal. We are lucky; the 
others in our tent have not eaten at all. Jacob refuses to tell me how he 
has got the food but I am just so thankful for having some food to fill 
us. Jacob told me he will get some more food later so there won’t be 
long to wait. I don’t understand how the Nazis can hurt innocent 
people like our parents. They didn’t deserve to die. 
 
I step out of the tent feeling so isolated. Jacob is great but since we 
have lost our parents he doesn’t seem to talk much and keeps all his 
feelings bottled up. I walk around the camp and as I get closer to the 
gas chambers the smell gets worse and the screams become more 
piercing. A shiver shoots down my spine. Dead bodies are in pits all 
around the camp, the smell worsening each day. The atmosphere 
around the camp is so negative. People crying, hurting, dying, it is 
just so sickening to think that a person would do this. I stroll back to 
our tent because Jacob thinks it is too dangerous. To be around the 
camp too long. After what seemed like the longest journey of my life 
I get back to the tent and Jacob is leaving. “I am just going to get 
some food with Aaron; we are hoping to get enough to feed us all.” 
Aaron is one of the others in our tent; there are six of us in total. The 
other are a family and have been here a week longer than us. “Okay, 
be careful” I respond worryingly. Every time Jacob leaves I worry. I 
really don’t know how I would manage without him. I love him so 
much. He is the only person around here I can talk to. 
 



I turn around and realise that I must have been sat there for a while. 
Abigail, who is one of Aaron’s daughters, is gone. Abigail is two 
years older than me and I don’t think that I have actually heard her 
talk. All she does is stare into space. I don’t know much about her or 
her family, only the few things that Aaron has told Jacob. Aaron and 
Jacob get along really well. Abigail and her family were in hiding 
before they got captured and brought to Auschwitz. Before the war 
started they had a family business they had a family business. They 
owned a bakery. Abigail used to help bake the bread with her mother 
Anna. They must be missing more than most; the smell of fresh baked 
bread.  For a few moments I wonder where she has gone, but then I 
hear the footsteps coming towards the tent and the deafening sobs. 
Abigail stumbles into the tent, struggling to breathe through the tears. 
I try to console her because the guards might hear. “Whatever is the 
matter?” I ask over and over again. 
 
When Abigail finally calms down she begins to explain and my worst 
nightmare starts to unfold. “It’s my father, it’s my father” she stutters. 
“He’s dead!” Although selfish, all I can is of Jacob. Where is he? Is 
he okay? Questions race throughout my mind, but before I have 
chance to ask Abigail’s mother and younger sister arrive back at the 
tent. I watch from the sidelines while they comfort each other, their 
cries getting louder. I am fearful that the guards might hear. Suddenly 
Anna senses my panic, she realises that Jacob isn’t in the tent and 
asks Abigail if she had seen Jacob with Aaron. Abigail looks across 
and replies “I am so sorry Eva, father was on his own”. 
 
I hope and pray that Jacob will return tonight, but he doesn’t. I 
struggle to sleep more than usual to get to sleep. There is no other 
explanation of where Jacob is, he must be dead. All night I weep 
along with the others, except Sarah who is too young to understand 
what is happening. After what seems like an eternity, I must drift off, 
only to be woken by the sound of confusion, men shouting, women 
screaming and children crying. Abigail explains the Russian troops 
have arrived. 
 



My prayers have been answered, we were being rescued. If only 
Jacob had lasted one more day. It breaks my heart to think I will never 
see him again. From now on it will just be me, I will be alone. 
Although sad at the thought, I am relieved to be free. We are led onto 
trucks with our families and Anna taking pity on me tells them that I 
am one of her daughters. After what seems like hours we arrive at a 
nearby village guarded with Russian troops. Along with the other 
survivors we are placed into a large hall. The noise is unbearable, 
people are laughing, excited and talking constantly, but all I can think 
is what next, what will happen to me without any real family. Anna 
told me that I could stay with them, but to me it feels like I will be a 
burden; another mouth to feed. 
 
After a while the noise quietens, people are tired and sleeping. Anna 
awakens me as the troops are calling people’s names. “What’s 
happening?” I ask in confusion. “We are getting transported to 
another country, when our names are called we have to go with 
them.” Anna answers. Hundreds of names are called until one name 
makes me heart stop. “Jacob Bergson” one of the soldiers calls. I stare 
across at Anna in amazement. Tears stream down my face as I run 
towards Jacob screaming his name. He picks me up and spins me 
around. Against all the odds we have both survived! Even though we 
have been through hell and back and have witnessed the most 
unbearable events, I feel like the luckiest girl in the world! 
 
“Grandma” Benjamin interrupts, “how long ago did this happen?” I 
was so engrossed in my story and the memories that were flooding 
back to me I had almost forgotten my family that were listening… 
 
 
 


